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Grim Nights Game is a survival game in which you need to survive 13 days and nights in a hostile environment. Features Survive 13 days and nights. Multiple hours of gameplay. Gameplay that requires planning, strategy, and team work. Intense sound effects and music.
Educational and informative videos on Grim Nights’ History and It’s Plot. Playable on mobile, tablet and PC. Always online mode. Classic platformer style controls for easy to learn and manage. Various weapons to kill your enemies. Weapon upgrades. Crew Management
System Multiplayer mode. Visit Grim Nights App Website : Like Grim Nights Facebook Page : Old Games Freakz presents Angry Granite, the newest zombie survival game from developer/publisher Peachy Oak Games. Download now for free! In Angry Granite, play as a
young woman who is forced to go to a deserted city where she stumbles upon her crazed brother’s collection of homemade weaponry. You must use these weapons to defend yourself from an ever growing horde of undead. The goal is to make it out alive. Are you up for
the challenge? About Angry Granite: • Classic 8-bit pixel graphics with dynamic lighting • 5 unique worlds – Play through a varying amount of levels per world • Hundreds of unlockable characters • Campaign, survival and horde modes • Unique undead enemies and
strong bosses • Use a wide range of weapons, from shotguns to rocket launchers • Multiple upgrades and upgrades blocks that you can place on the ground • Online leaderboards • Play as Ninja and Airplane Enemies • Separate achievements and leaderboard for
campaign, horde, and survival modes • Challenging temporary objectives • Perma deaths • Save/load system (optional) Visit Angry Granite App Website : Like Angry Granite Facebook Page : Fantasy, adventure survival game, where you will find yourself in the middle of
the dense forest where nature has reclaimed its own. Five people walk through this forest, they will be forced to move on the road with all the money they have and find a way to survive. Camping game in which you will find

Spheritis Features Key:
Brand new adventure!
8 Player Multiplayer mode.
Rank & Level based challenges.
Each level in the campaign rewards players with new ranks & trophies when you clear the missions.
Complete Challenges to unlock new equipment & stat boosts.
Each campaign level has its own leaderboards.
4 Player Story Mode.
One of the most emotional, powerful new cast of player characters EVER seen in a PC game, Heart of Ember's campaign mode has been completely overhauled. The result is that both 2 players and 4 players story modes will feature beautiful, highly emotive
vignettes of mankind's never ending struggle to survive and outrun the dastardly robots. The gameplay in the 4 players mode has also been updated to make the overall experience much more accessible for new PC gamers. We can confidently say that this is now
the best story mode to experience in a CRPG game released on PC.
Optimized for VR!
Weapons that suck. Over 40 weapons for players to equip in this game - each with its own special stats and plays a large role in player progression through the main story line. These weapons will also have their own ranking and progression system that is
completely independent from the campaign.
Graphic quality remaster of the original game. Soulbound Studios is part of Peerflix Inc. - the company behind the highly acclaimed & award winning MMORPG & off-line social card game Final Fantasy™ Tactics!!
Multiplayer
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Sail the mighty rivers of the Kasalli continent and conquer the land of black volcanic ash on horseback. The War Theatre: Black Ash & Black Iron, Vol. 1 is a turn-based strategy RPG that combines gameplay from the classic Warlords series with RPG features like classes,
leveling and unique battle abilities. Master the Art of Combat Experience a new dimension in turn-based strategy. Learn battle skills and compete in turn-based and real-time multiplayer combat, as a cavalier, ratha warrior or even a mighty dragon! Key Features: Experience an entire continent – explore the Volcanic Kingdom, this land of black ash, - Equip epic steeds and ride across the continents of Aloma and Volcanica, - Fight in enormous turn-based battles where the outcome is determined by your strategy, - Master over 60
different battle skills, and learn new ones in new classes, - Customize your hero and fight in real-time or turn-based multiplayer combat, - Acquire experience, favor and trust points to level up and unlock new features, - Recruit and level up up to 3 heroes and up to three
mounts, and - Unlock and craft epic weapons, armor sets, helmets and - Participate in multiplayer battles to test your mettle against everyone’s favorite NPC’s. - Play the full story in 5 chapters. Each story mission consists of up to 5 battles for up to 16 Heroes. - Battle
against CPU opponents or players via LAN, online, or via Bluetooth. - Play via the touchscreen with other smartphones or connect to the battleboard via a true Android tablet. - Shake your device to initiate button controls. - Customize your battleboard and decorations. Share battleboards, achievements, and top scores with your friends on Facebook and Google+. - Play with your friends, and battle them in real-time or turn-based multiplayer. Welcome to the 2nd installment of the "Crackle Zone" saga of "War Against Chaos." The story
begins with players starting in a futuristic powered world where sentient robots are one of the most prevalent forms of technology. However, this is a far cry from the paradise that will be explored in the first installment of the game. The story then leads into a lush and
tropical environment where players must repel the siege of a large invasion of robot forces. In this scenario, you fight for your life as you continue to explore. c9d1549cdd
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About: Enjoy a well executed and fast paced 3rd-person action game that challenges your reflexes and sharpens your action skills. You are the only survivor of a plane crash that sent you into the underworld. Your only hope of rescue is to locate another survivor. But the
region is dangerous with strong and cunning enemies. Thats when you encounter Shades of Black, a dimensional world that you must navigate in the most efficient manner. Your quest will take you through the different dimensions that make up the game. You will
encounter enemies who will do their utmost to kill you. But you have to work your way through the different dimensions that stand between you and rescue. It will take cunning, patience, and a keen ability to analyze your surroundings. You will be challenged by the
environments you find. There will be traps and puzzles that must be overcome. Find the way to the exit and escape the underworld once and for all. About: Assault Rifles are the most common weapon class in 3rd-person shooters. They are also the weapon type most
associated with realism. Their elegance is unmatched by any other weapon class. Assault Rifles are classified based on their rate of fire, damage, and accuracy. The rate of fire is determined by the amount of time it takes for the weapon to cycle from one shot to the
next. It may vary from under a second to over a second. Damage refers to the amount of damage the weapon does. Each weapon has a certain base damage. With a high-rate of fire weapon, damage may be increased by adding an extension or a silencer to the weapon.
The accuracy of a weapon is determined by what determines how well the weapon hits the target. This usually includes things like the weapon's scope, the amount of iron sights the weapon has, and the weapon's stock. Now you can make your own custom assault rifle.
You start by picking a weapon class. You can choose between the AK-47, the Desert Eagle, the Desert Eagle.50, the AR15, and the Colt Police Positive. You then pick the type of weapon from that class. Choose from a side arm, a full-auto weapon, or a sniper rifle. Choose
from every type of ammo, including iron, steel, and gold. There is also a back pack for you to carry all your supplies in. Once you have a weapon, you choose how it will look. You can choose between a

What's new in Spheritis:
feat. Deaths Icon - Revised Monsters With Possessions The pact based option offered by the character's pact allows you to have summoned creatures to be possessed
by them. You can have only one such item in use at a time, and the duration of the possession cannot be more than one time per day nor more than one item at a
time. While the possession is in effect, various aspects of their form are enhanced. For example, their Strength, Dexterity, Constitution, and Wisdom are each +1, and
their Intelligence is +2. You or your companion can exchange possession with another creature (but not, for example, with the character who has a pact based item in
their possession). You choose the target of the possession. The new creature, if one is chosen, remains intangible for one minute per rank of the possessed creature,
or until freed by a free action. The possession cannot cause the target to act involuntarily or to become unconscious and must be released by a free action. Any
weapon cannot affect the possessed creature, but it can move with the possessee's turn and hold objects as normal. If the target is a physical creature, any abilities
which apply outside of the target's current form will apply normally. Sublet Unforgettable at Address You command a creature from a Demihuman (from the Forgotten
Realms) or a Fey creature (from the Star Wars: The Old Republic), such as a conjuration wizard, a geomancer, an oracle, or a demonology specialist. You choose an
unlimited number of creatures to be under your control. Any creature within 5ft. of you that has not yet been summoned has its mind wiped, or at least heavily
influenced by your wizard, that you can concentrate the effort to enhance. They come to Freetown with the permission of your DM. Within the bounds of Freetown, no
dangerous or wondrous ability or spell can affect them. They have no attack bonus, but can be targeted by spells and powers, including touch, breath weapons, and
touch of death. Monsters cannot typically reach them, or can at most only defend on their turn. Meatshield, negates any power that would affect these creatures,
from a paladin, to the addressee’s own Mindless Strike power to could of an amethyst dragon. Auxilary Watchtower You secrete a 14ft. high tower made from a stone
wall infused with negative energy and impen
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Age of Empires: The Ascent of Kingdoms is a highly focused and action-packed real-time strategy (RTS) game inspired by the epic stories of our shared human history.
In the middle of the mythical Age of Empires, a sect of distant people from the land of Siamat – the lizardfolk – left their home world and followed the great powers
across the globe, who used them as mercenaries and followers. The lizardfolk had become one with the wilds, claiming to be human, but with their curious take on
humanity, they built a kingdom on the outskirts of civilization. In this game, you will be a lizardfolk adventurer, exploring the world and fighting for your people in a
real-time strategy game set in a historical fantasy setting. For more information and news about Age of Empires: The Ascent of Kingdoms visit the official blog: Key
features of Age of Empires: The Ascent of Kingdoms include: A fast-paced story campaign of over 20 missions in 4 acts. A mythological setting that combines human
civilization and the fantasies of civilizations past. More than 20 new items including new playable units and spells, new maps, new units and spells, new heroes, and a
new tribal unit. New world map terrain and more than 20 new monsters. New unit and map balancing mechanic: Resource Points. Game start dates from the Age of
Empires: The Ascent of Kingdoms to the Age of Empires III. A user-friendly multiplayer (For PC, Mac and Linux). See and play in an authentic way with the same
interfaces used in the Age of Empires series. Play against all online players with cross play, same accounts, and different accounts (Play with account at home on PC
or Mac, but play against other players online in case of Linux). Active online leaderboards for achievements, games, wins, win percentage. Over 40 multiplayer modes
including predefined playlists, play with friends, games versus AI, and classic deathmatch. Seamless, turn-based full campaigns for multiplayer. Single player
campaign: The Ascent of Kingdoms campaign (single player only) features an easy start, with lots of free resources and map. Game doesn’t require any microphone
for multiplayer games. Age of Empires: The Ascent of Kingdoms comes in two versions: Standard, and Collector’s Edition. What is the Collector’s Edition? For the
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System Requirements:
• Windows 7/8/10, 64-bit • 4.0 GB free disk space • 1024 x 768 Display • 8.0 GB available space • 2GB system RAM • DirectX 9.0c graphics card • Internet access If you
are a new user, you need to activate your account before you can use the game. If you already have an account and are planning to upgrade to the Season 2, you will
need to first login before the character screen. If you have
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